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		This scenario-focused title provides concise technical guidance and insights for troubleshooting and optimizing networking with Hyper-V. Written by experienced virtualization professionals, this little book packs a lot of value into a few pages, offering a lean read with lots of real-world insights and best practices for Hyper-V networking optimization in Windows Server 2012.

		
			Focused guide extends your knowledge and capabilities with Hyper-V networking in Windows Server 2012
	
			Shares hands-on insights from a team of Microsoft virtualization experts
	
			Provides pragmatic troubleshooting and optimization guidance from the field
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Knowledge-Based NeurocomputingMIT Press, 2000
Neurocomputing methods are loosely based on a model of the brain as a network of simple interconnected processing elements corresponding to neurons. These methods derive their power from the collective processing of artificial neurons, the chief advantage being that such systems can learn and adapt to a changing environment. In knowledge-based...
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XML and ASP.NETSams Publishing, 2002
XML and ASP.NET is the one book  you need to master XML in the .NET Framework. It includes all of the  technologies needed to program .NET web applications including XPath, XSLT, XML  Schemas, and the Microsoft XML Parsers. This book also incorporates an  incredible breadth of XML technologies...
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Target Discovery and Validation Reviews and Protocols: Emerging Molecular Targets and Treatment Options,Volume 2 (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2007

	These volumes review the most current methods for drug target discovery and validation. They explore how recent improvement in understanding the molecular mechanisms of human pathology is impacting drug target discovery in the laboratory and in real therapeutics, specifically for cancers and autoimmune disorders. This book provides a thorough...
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You Don't Know JS: Scope & ClosuresO'Reilly, 2014

	
		No matter how much experience you have with JavaScript, odds are you don’t fully understand the language. This concise yet in-depth guide takes you inside scope and closures, two core concepts you need to know to become a more efficient and effective JavaScript programmer. You’ll learn how and why they work, and how an...
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Automated Reasoning: Second International Joint Conference, IJCAR 2004, Cork, Ireland, July 4-8, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 2nd International Joint Conference on Automated Reasoning (IJCAR 2004) held July 4–8, 2004 in Cork, Ireland. IJCAR 2004 continued the tradition established at the first IJCAR in Siena, Italy in 2001, which brought together different research communities working in automated reasoning.
...
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RFID-Enabled Sensor Design and Applications (Integrated Microsystems)Artech House Publishers, 2010

	Radio frequency identification (RFID) is gaining in popularity, especially as we find ourselves in this communications age and headed towards a ubiquitous computing world. Automatic identification systems become an important aspect not just in today’s technology but also as part of our daily life. We need RFID in our cars,...
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